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H I G H L I G H T S

• Nuclear power plants are subject to different operational constraints than other power plants.

• We provide a mathematical representation of these distinct constraints on nuclear flexibility.

• Benefits of nuclear flexibility are significant in a power system with high shares of renewables.

• Benefits include lower power system operating costs and increased revenue for nuclear plants.
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A B S T R A C T

Nuclear power plants are commonly operated in a “baseload” mode at maximum rated capacity whenever on-
line. However, nuclear power plants are technically capable of flexible operation, including changing power
output over time (ramping or load following) and providing frequency regulation and operating reserves. At the
same time, flexibility is becoming more valuable as many regions transition to low-carbon power systems with
higher shares of variable renewable energy sources such as wind or solar power. We present a novel mixed
integer linear programming formulation to more accurately represent the distinct technical operating constraints
of nuclear power stations, including impacts of xenon transients in the reactor core and changing core reactivity
over the fuel irradiation cycle. This novel representation of nuclear flexibility is integrated into a unit com-
mitment and economic dispatch model for the power system. In a case study using representative utility data
from the Southwest United States, we investigate the potential impacts of flexible nuclear operations in a power
system with significant solar and wind energy penetration. We find that flexible nuclear operation lowers power
system operating costs, increases reactor owner revenues, and substantially reduces curtailment of renewables.

1. Introduction

Due to traditional operational practice, economic efficiency, or
regulatory requirements, nuclear power plants are commonly operated
in a “baseload” mode, producing their maximum rated capacity
whenever online. However, nuclear plants are technically capable of
more flexible operation, changing their power output over time (i.e.
ramping or load following) and contributing to power system reliability
needs, including frequency regulation and operating reserves. Flexible
operation can help manage daily and seasonal variability in demand or
renewable energy output or respond dynamically to hourly market

prices or system operator dispatch. Nuclear operators in several coun-
tries, e.g. France, Germany, Belgium, and the Slovak Republic, have
developed considerable experience with flexible operation of existing
reactor designs [1–6]. Nuclear operators in Ontario, Canada and the
northwestern United States also manually adjust power output on a
seasonal basis to accommodate changes in hydroelectric power gen-
eration [7]. In addition, all modern nuclear reactor designs under
construction or licensing in the United States, Canada, and Europe are
designed for flexible operation [7–10].

Power systems with increasing penetrations of variable renewable
energy sources (i.e. wind and solar power) require greater system
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flexibility, including operating reserves and ramping capability to en-
sure that the supply-demand balance is maintained at all times [11–17].
At the same time, if power systems are to decarbonize, traditional
sources of operating flexibility, such as natural gas or coal-fired power
stations, must be replaced by low-carbon resources, including energy
storage, demand response, hydropower, and/or flexible low-carbon
thermal generators [15,18,19]. From a market perspective, production-
based subsidies for renewable energy, such as production tax credits,
feed-in tariffs, and feed-in premiums, can also distort market prices by
increasing the prevalence of negative prices that reduce the profitability
of inflexible generators [20–22].

In power systems with significant shares of variable renewable en-
ergy and/or where nuclear power supplies a substantial portion of the
net load (i.e. the load less available variable renewable energy supply),
the flexible capabilities of nuclear power stations can therefore be im-
portant to maximize revenues for reactor owners as well as ensure
system reliability, reduce system costs, integrate renewable energy, and
help meet greenhouse gas emissions reduction goals. To date, however,
the electric power systems modeling literature typically represents
nuclear units as inflexible “must-run” resources [17,18]. This is true
even in studies that specifically explore operational flexibilities of low-
carbon technologies [23]. Other studies apply the same constraints used
for conventional thermal units to represent nuclear units (e.g. standard
ramp limits, minimum output levels) [15,19,24–26]. In [27], seasonal
changes in aggregate output of multiple nuclear units are exogenously
specified, but without allowing for endogenous optimization of nuclear
flexibility. These traditional representations do not accurately capture
the flexible capabilities of nuclear power plants or the peculiar opera-
tional constraints arising from nuclear reactor dynamics and fuel irra-
diation cycles, including impacts of xenon transients and changing core
reactivity over the irradiation cycle. Although it has been recognized in
previous literature that flexibility in nuclear power plants has potential
value, the focus has been on providing this flexibility through directing
the fixed electricity generation from the nuclear plant towards other
purposes, such as production of hydrogen through electrolysis [28],
water desalination [29], or to energy storage as an alternative to
electricity delivery to the power grid [29–31].

In this paper, we move beyond the previous literature by analyzing
the potential benefits of flexible operation of nuclear power plants,
including adjusting electricity production (ramping) and supplying
frequency regulation and operating reserves in response to market
prices and system reliability requirements. Specifically, we explore the
potential benefits of flexible nuclear operations in power systems with
relatively high shares of variable renewable energy sources (i.e. the role
of nuclear flexibility in renewable energy integration). The main

contributions of the paper are twofold. First, we provide a brief ex-
planation of the distinct constraints on flexible operation of nuclear
power plants arising from the physical and technical characteristics of
nuclear reactors and present a novel mixed-integer linear programming
(MILP) formulation to represent these constraints in models for power
system operations. Second, in a case study using representative data
from the U.S. Southwest, we analyze the potential benefits of flexible
nuclear operations in a system with high shares of both nuclear and
renewable energy. We find that flexible nuclear power operations are a
“win-win-win” lowering total power system operating costs, increasing
revenues for nuclear plant owners, and significantly reducing curtail-
ment of renewable energy.

The rest of the paper has the following structure: Section 2 discusses
the distinct technical constraints on flexible nuclear operations and
presents a novel mathematical formulation to represent these con-
straints in a tractable manner in power systems optimization models.
Section 3 briefly describes the unit commitment (UC), economic dis-
patch (ED), and market simulation model used in this paper. Section 4
presents a case study and results illustrating the benefits of flexible
nuclear operation. Section 5 concludes by summarizing the main find-
ings and discussing future work.

2. Constraints on flexible operation of nuclear power plants

Several designs for nuclear power plants are in common use
throughout the world today, including pressurized water reactors
(PWR), boiling water reactors (BWR), and Canadian Deuterium
Uranium (CANDU) reactors. All three of these common reactor types
are capable of flexible operation, utilizing different methods to either
modulate reactor power output directly or control input to the steam
turbine generators [1–5,7,9]. In this paper, we focus on light-water
reactor designs (PWR and BWR) used in the United States, Western
Europe, Japan, and elsewhere. This section briefly summarizes each of
the key constraints on flexible nuclear operation arising from the
physical and technical characteristics of light-water nuclear reactor
designs and presents a mathematical formulation suitable for re-
presenting these reactor-related constraints in MILP power system op-
timization models. These reactor-related constraints are distinct from
the constraints common to thermal generators arising from the char-
acteristics of the steam generating system, and they deserve special
attention in order to more accurately model the flexibility of nuclear
power plants.

Nomenclature

Indices

t index of time, hour, t ∈ [1, …, 24]
d no. of days into nuclear fuel cycle
j index for nuclear units

Variables

pt j, power output at time t, nuclear unit j [MW/h]
St Up Rd/ /t j t j t j, , , binary state variables for stable output, ramp up, and

ramp down, respectively, for nuclear unit j, time t [0/1]
nsrn sr rgu/ /t j t j t j, , , upward reserve (non-spin/spin up/regulation up)

from nuclear unit j, time t [MW]
dr rgd/t j t j, , downward reserve (spin down/regulation down) from

nuclear unit j, time t [MW]

Constants

RD RU/j j nuclear unit ramping down/up limit [MW/h]
PMINSTABLEd j, minimum hours that nuclear unit j needs to stay at

a stable power output, day d
TOTRESPERCENTj percent of capacity allowed for reserve provi-

sion, nuclear unit j [percent]
MSRj maximum sustained ramp, nuclear unit j [MW/minute]
PMAXj maximum power output, nuclear unit j [MW]
PMINd j, minimum nuclear stable power output during day d, nu-

clear unit j [MW]
δ auxiliary parameter (very small number (e.g. 1e10−4))

used to force Stt =1 when there is no ramping activity
NSRRESPTIME required non-spinning reserve response time [min-

utes]
SRRESPTIME required spinning reserve response time [minutes]
REGRESPTIME required regulation response time [minutes]
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2.1. Constraints on ramp rates

Light-water reactor operators adjust power output primarily by in-
serting neutron absorbing control rods into the core to reduce power
and withdrawing control rods to increase power. Reactors have mul-
tiple control rod banks, with some used for emergency shutdown while
others are used to start up, shut down, and modulate core power. In
addition, some reactors (including French PWRs [2,5] and the Wes-
tinghouse AP1000 [9]) are fitted with “gray rod” banks that contain less
powerful neutron absorbers and enable finer control of reactor power
output specifically for flexible operations. Inserting or withdrawing
control rods is an effective way of modulating power output for flexible
operation, but the maximum rate at which reactors can change power,
or “ramp,” is constrained by limitations on the thermal and mechanical
stresses incurred by nuclear fuel assemblies. Inserting (or withdrawing)
a control rod bank causes a significant power drop (or rise) in the
surrounding fuel assemblies, which causes the fuel temperature to im-
mediately decline (or increase). Fuel pellets dilate and contract more
rapidly in response to power changes than their surrounding cladding.
As such, rapid changes in core power can cause significant thermal and
mechanical stresses on the fuel pellet and surrounding cladding, which
may result in cracking of the fuel and failure of the cladding [1–3,7].
The rate at which core power can change is thus constrained to limit
stresses to within the design tolerance of the fuel assemblies. Based on
experience with both French and German reactors [2–6] and design
specifications for modern reactors [8,9], ramp rates of up to 2–5.2% of
rated power capacity per minute (depending on design) can be safely
managed on a regular basis without increasing the rate of fuel cladding
failure. In practice, however, ramp maneuvers performed by reactor
operators typically proceed at a more conservative pace to limit stress
on reactor components. The majority of ramps performed by French
PWRs proceed at< 0.5% per minute [2], for example, and reactor
design specification documents likewise envision daily “load following”
patterns that entail slower ramp rates of 17–30% per hour [2,7,9].1

In power system optimization models, hourly ramp constraints on
nuclear units must therefore be parameterized to reflect the more
stringent constraints deriving from the reactor side (as opposed to less
stringent constraints arising from the steam turbine generating system).
These constraints take the same mathematical formulation as ramp
constraints for other thermal generators (e.g. coal or gas) however, and
are described in Appendix A (equation set 12).

2.2. Impacts of xenon transients on ramping capability and minimum power
output

Following changes in reactor power output, the concentration of
xenon-135 (135Xe) in the core changes over the next several hours. In
particular, after a decrease in power, 135Xe concentrations initially climb
for several hours before reaching a maximum and then begin to fall until a
new equilibrium is reached; an opposite transient occurs when power
output increases [32].2 As 135Xe is a very powerful neutron absorber,

xenon transients must be compensated with other means of controlling
core power (i.e. control rods, boron dilution, or steam re-circulation) in
order to maintain desired power output [1,2]. These transients have two
effects on the operating capabilities of nuclear power plants.

First, in light-water reactors, fissile nuclides disappear at a faster rate
during fission than new fissile isotopes are bread from fertile heavy nu-
clides. As a result, nuclear fuel is gradually “burned up” as it is irradiated
and reactivity declines throughout a reactor’s fuel irradiation cycle. Late
in the cycle, when core reactivity is at a minimum, reactor operators have
limited ability to reduce core reactivity without losing criticality, parti-
cularly during the period of xenon accumulation following a decrease in
core power [2,33]. The minimum stable output of a nuclear power plant
thus changes over the irradiation cycle. For example, existing French
reactors can operate above 20% of rated power during the first 65% of the
fuel irradiation cycle; minimum output constraints then rise linearly until
the plants must operate above 86% of rated capacity for the final 5–20%
of the cycle, depending on the specific design [2,5,7]. In principle, re-
actors could maintain full maneuverability by replacing fuel rods before
reactivity falls too much, but this would require shortening the refueling
schedule, which would increase the cost of reactor operation. Refueling of
different reactors can also be staggered to ensure sufficient operational
flexibility across the entire reactor fleet.

Second, after reducing power, nuclear plant operators typically
maintain stable output for one or more hours before increasing power
again. Maintaining stable output simplifies operations by allowing time
for operators to make changes in core reactivity to compensate for the
xenon transient. For example, designs specifications for the AP1000
specify that daily load following maneuvers should maintain stable power
output for two to ten hours after ramping down [9], and existing French
PWRs typically maintain stable output for three to six hours following
reductions in power output for daily load following [2,4]. As with the
conservative ramp rates typically employed by reactor operators, main-
taining stable output after down ramps appears to be a conservative
practice intended to simplify operations, as core reactivity is technically
sufficient to overcome xenon transients and increase power after a down
ramp except during the final weeks of the fuel irradiation cycle [33].

These operating constraints on the timing and depth of ramp man-
euvers at nuclear power plants can also be represented in MILP power
system optimization models. After reducing power output (ramping
down), nuclear unit j must be constrained to remain at a stable output
level for a minimum number of hours, PMINSTABLEd j, , before increasing
output again. In addition, the minimum output of a nuclear plant PMIN ,d j,
and PMINSTABLEd j, , can both be indexed to change over each day d to
reflect changes in the reactivity of the core over the fuel irradiation cycle
(see [33]). The following novel constraints capture these dynamics:

− ⩽ × − × ∀−p p RD Rd δ Up t j,t j t j j t j t j1, , , , (1)

− ⩽ × − × ∀−p p RU Up δ Rd t j,t j t j j t j t j, 1, , , (2)

+ + = ∀Rd Up St t j1 ,t j t j t j, , , (3)

∑− × ⩽ + ∀−
= −

−

Up Up PMINSTABLE St Up t d j( ) ( ) , ,t j t j d j
tt t PMINSTABLEd j

t

t j t j, 1, ,

,

1

, ,
(4)

⩾ + + ∀p PMIN dr rgd t d j, ,t j d j t j t j, , , , (5)

Eqs. (1) and (2) implement the logic that when power output decreases
between time t− 1 and t (a down ramp), then Rdt = 1 and the hourly
change in power cannot exceed the unit’s downward ramp rate limit;
when power increases (up ramp), Upt = 1 and hourly power change

1 In addition to maneuvering control rods, BWRs may perform ramp rates as fast as
10% per minute at power output levels above 60–80% of maximum power (depending on
design) by using recirculating pumps to change the density of coolant in the core (greater
coolant density increases core reactivity and thus power output and vice versa) [1,3,4,6].
Dissolved boron-10 can also be added to the primary coolant loop in PWRs to modulate
core power. While boron can be added relatively quickly to the coolant to reduce power
levels, boron concentrations are reduced by dilution with un-borated water, which takes
several hours to reduce boron levels by half [1,7]. This paper focuses on representing
constraints related to changes in power output due to control rod maneuvers. Future work
could present alternative constraint formulations that reflect these alternative options for
ramping reactor output.

2 Concentration of 135Xe in a reactor core is the nonlinear result of two countervailing
processes. First, as reactor power output decreases (or increases), neutron flux in the core
immediately falls (or rises). The rate at which 135Xe captures neutrons and transmutes to
136Xe (a weak absorber) is thus directly proportionate to reactor power output and affects
135Xe concentrations almost immediately. Second, nearly all 135Xe in the core is a product

(footnote continued)
of the decay of 135I, a uranium fission product and weak absorber with a half-life of 6.6 h.
As 135I production is also directly proportionate to core power, 135Xe production even-
tually decreases (or increases) after a decrease (increase) in power output, but with a
delay of several hours. If reactor power output remains stable, a new equilibrium between
135Xe production, transmutation, and decay is eventually reached after 40–50 h.
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cannot exceed the upward ramp rate limit; otherwise, Stt = 1. An aux-
iliary parameter, δ , (a very small number, e.g. 10−4) is used to force Stt =
1 when there is no ramping activity, that is =−p pt t1 . Eq. (3) imposes that
a nuclear unit can only be in one of the three states at time t. Eq. (4)
restricts a nuclear unit j to not ramp back up after its last ramp down until
it has been on stable output for PMINSTABLEd j, hours. Eq. (5) ensures
that the nuclear unit’s power output is not less than the minimum stable
output achievable by the reactor plus any capacity contributions to
downward reserves. Fig. 1 illustrates the logic of Eqs. (1)–(5) where

=PMINSTABLE 2d j, .

2.3. Frequency regulation and operating reserves

Nuclear power stations are also technically capable of contributing
to frequency regulation by responding to automatic generation control
signals sent by system operators. Steam bypass, use of re-circulating
pumps to change coolant density in BWRs, and grey rod maneuvers can
all be used to modulate power output for frequency regulation. Existing
nuclear plants in France and Germany contribute up to 5% of their
maximum rated power to frequency regulation [2,3]. Requirements for
modern reactors for sale in Europe specify that at least 10% of nominal
power should be available for regulation with ramp rates of 1–5% per
minute [8]. The AP1000 can provide up to 10% of its nominal capacity
to frequency regulation with a ramp rate of 2% per minute [9].

Reactors can also offer operating reserves. Downward reserves can be
provided when reactors are operating above minimum output, as control
rod maneuvers, steam bypass, boron additions (in PWRs) and re-circulating
pumps (in BWRs) can all be used to quickly reduce power output if called
by the power system operator. Upward reserves can also be provided if
reactors are operating below their maximum output. Nuclear plants can
generally contribute 5–10% of rated capacity to operating reserves, de-
pending on reserve product definitions and reactor ramp rates [2].

Note that the small changes in power output necessary for frequency
regulation and reserve provision are not limited by fuel reactivity “burn
up” or xenon transients (as larger ramps are) [4,5,7,33]. Reactors can thus
provide regulation and reserves throughout the fuel irradiation cycle.

Eqs. (6)–(11) establish constraints on reserve contribution limits for
each reserve type from the nuclear unit.

⩽ × ∀nsrn NSRRESPTIME MSR t j,t j j, (6)

⩽ × ∀sr SRRESPTIME MSR t j,t j j, (7)

⩽ × ∀rgu REGRESPTIME MSR t j,t j j, (8)

+ + ⩽ × ∀sr rgu nsrn TOTRESPERCENT PMAX t j,t j t j t j j j, , , (9)

⩽ × ∀dr SRRESPTIME MSR t j,t j j, (10)

⩽ × ∀rgd REGRESPTIME MSR t j,t j j, (11)

The general UC constraints for all thermal power units are also applied
to each nuclear unit, including maximum capacity constraints,
minimum up and down times, etc. These constraints are detailed in
Appendix A and described further in [24,34].

3. Unit commitment, economic dispatch, and system simulation

We introduce the enhanced representation of nuclear units pre-
sented above in the modeling framework for power systems operations
developed for the solar PV integration study documented in [24,34].
The framework consists of a UC/ED model that is used to determine the
optimal schedule and dispatch of all the generating units in the system,
accounting for uncertainty and variability in renewable resources
through dynamic reserve requirements. The UC model finds the day-
ahead commitment schedule that minimizes the total operating cost
(fuel, variable O&M, start-up costs) of meeting the load and operating
reserve requirements in the system, subject to the standard UC con-
straints, including maximum and minimum power output, hourly
ramping, and minimum up and down time limits. Transmission con-
straints are not considered, since the focus is on generation scheduling.
This is a MILP problem that is solved in extensive form with the CPLEX
solver. The ED problem then finds the optimal dispatch level for each
individual generator for the given commitment schedule by solving a
linear programming problem. Market clearing prices for energy and
reserves follow from the ED problem, as shadow prices on the load and
reserve constraints. The mathematical formulation of the UC/ED pro-
blem is summarized in Appendix A.

The UC/ED model is first solved at the day-ahead stage, using day-
ahead forecasts for solar PV, wind power, and load. Then, a reliability
assessment is conducted with the same UC/ED model based on updated
hour-ahead forecasts. Fast starting combustions units can change their
commitment schedule in this second stage. All other units, including nu-
clear (if flexible), follow their day-ahead commitment schedule, but can
still adjust their dispatch level to accommodate forecasting errors. Finally,
the real-time dispatch is simulated by solving the ED problem with the
realized values of load and available wind and solar resources. The overall
simulation set-up is illustrated in Fig. 2. Generator schedules and costs, as
well as prices for energy and reserves are calculated at both day-ahead and
real-time stages and are used to analyze cost and revenue implications from
nuclear flexibility under the standard two-settlement electricity market set-
up typically used in the United States [35]. Note that the model finds single
prices for energy and reserves across the entire region, since transmission
constraints are not considered. Although the simulation set-up is based on
assumptions typical for the United States, similar scheduling and dispatch
procedures are in place in most countries, in both restructured electricity
markets and traditionally regulated systems.3

The operating reserve requirements in [24,34] and used in this
paper were calculated for each individual hour. The total reserve

Fig. 1. Representation of nuclear flexibility constraints.

3 European markets differ in that they typically split day-ahead and intraday forward
markets operated by power exchanges from procurement of reserve services and real-time
balancing done by transmission system operators (TSOs). Energy and reserves are
therefore not cooptimized as they are in most U.S. markets, but this market framework
results in a similar multi-stage process, with forward market clearing and then near real-
time TSO market operations for balancing and reserves. Flexible operation of nuclear
power plants in this context would therefore be similarly valuable.
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requirement consists of a fixed amount of contingency reserves and a
dynamic amount of balancing reserves. The latter is estimated for each
hour based on a statistical analysis that considers real-time deviations
from the hour-ahead forecast for solar PV, wind, and load data. The
objective is to meet standard U.S. reliability requirements (Control
Performance Standard 2, CPS2 > 90%,) in real-time, minute-to-minute
dispatch. A more detailed explanation of the calculations is provided in
[34]. We use the same total operating reserve requirements in this
nuclear flexibility study, but use a more detailed categorization of re-
serves, including regulation (up/down), spinning (up/down), and non-
spinning reserves. We assume that all operating reserves are supplied
by the thermal generating units. Moreover, flexible nuclear units are
capable of providing all reserve categories, within their operational
constraints.

In the system simulation, the UC/ED model is used to simulate
power system operations chronologically over a period of time. In this
case, the UC/ED model is solved for the day-ahead, reliability, and real-
time stages for one day, as explained above. The resulting commitment
and dispatch results are used as initial conditions for the next day,
enabling a chronological simulation accounting for inter-temporal
constraints across simulation days.

4. Case study

4.1. Assumptions

The case study is based on parameters in [24,34], representing
realistic power system and renewables data for the Southwest United
States. We chose this system because of its high resource potential and
interest in renewable energy, particularly solar PV, combined with a
relatively high share of nuclear power. The system is simulated for a
one year period. The portfolio of thermal generators is summarized in
Table 1. Solar PV and wind resources can provide up to 17.1% and 4.9%
of the annual load (i.e. if no curtailment occurs), for a total variable
renewable energy share of up to 22%. Variable costs for these resources
are set to zero, or in the case of wind power to the negative value of the
production tax credit (PTC) in cases featuring the PTC (representing the
opportunity cost to wind generators of the foregone tax credit). The
peak load in the system is 9301MW.

We focus on how different operational strategies for the nuclear
plant impacts the system results. If the nuclear plant runs on maximum
output throughout the year, it meets 25.2% of the load. With a flexible
operational strategy, the plant can ramp up and down within an hourly

ramping limit of 25% of installed capacity as per specifications for daily
load-following operations in [9]. Moreover, provision of regulation and
spinning reserves are limited to 5% and 10%, respectively, in both up
and down directions, and the total contribution to all reserve categories
(regulation, spinning, and non-spinning) is limited to 20% of rated
capacity. The minimum output level for the nuclear plant depends on
the case, as further discussed below. Finally, nuclear fuel costs are
considered fixed, under the assumption that re-fueling occurs at a fixed
schedule. Hence, the variable O&M of $0.5/MWh is the only variable
cost for the nuclear power plant. Implications of these assumptions are
discussed in Section 5.

4.2. Cases

We simulate six cases, each described in Table 2. Three core cases
explore different levels of nuclear flexibility: no flexibility (e.g. “must-
run” baseload operation), moderate flexibility, and high flexibility. We
also include three alternate cases that explore the impact of a wind PTC,
which can increase the frequency of negative market prices. All cases
were simulated for one year with an hourly time resolution.

In this case study, we assume the nuclear unit is at the beginning of
an 18-month fuel irradiation cycle as the simulation year begins. As a
result, the reactor is within the first 65% of the cycle during the entirety
of the simulation year. We therefore apply constant values for
PMINSTABLE and PMIN , but conduct sensitivity analysis on their va-
lues to investigate the impacts of different levels of nuclear flexibility
(Table 2). In a companion paper [33], we explore in more detail the
effects of declining reactivity at the end of the fuel irradiation cycle on
nuclear operating flexibility.

4.3. Results

In this section, we present key results from the case study. For
brevity, we discuss results for the alternate cases featuring the pro-
duction tax credit (PTC) only where they are significantly different from
the core cases.

4.3.1. Commitment and dispatch of nuclear plants
In cases allowing flexible operation, the nuclear plant reduces an-

nual energy production and regularly contribute capacity to both fre-
quency regulation and reserves (Table 3). During 20–23% of all hours,
reactor output is reduced to accommodate high renewable energy
production and corresponding low market prices (Fig. 3). In addition,

Fig. 2. Illustration of system simulation set-up.
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during hours of part load operation, reactors frequently contribute ca-
pacity to upwards regulation and spinning reserves. Comparing the Flex
and Full Flex cases, increased flexibility results in 288 additional hours
of part load operation and an increase in nuclear plant contribution to
frequency regulation and reserves (Table 4). This indicates that greater
levels of nuclear operating flexibility can produce additional system
value. Fig. 4 presents detailed dispatch results for the week with the
lowest load. In the Flex case, we see that the plant always stays at the
same output level for three hours after a ramp-down, respecting the
nuclear unit’s minimum time on stable output constraint. In contrast, in
the Full Flex case, the unit can ramp back up one hour after completing
a ramp-down. Moreover, the plant ramps down to lower output levels in
this case due to the lower PMIN. In both cases, the nuclear power plant
provides regulation down and in some cases spinning reserve down
when operating above their PMIN (which is the case in most hours),
whereas regulation up and spinning reserves up are also provided in
hours when the plant has ramped down output below it’s maximum
rated capacity.

4.3.2. Commitment and dispatch of other units
Flexible operation allows nuclear units to reduce energy production

when wind and solar power are abundant. This reduces renewable
energy curtailment and allows an increase in annual wind and solar
generation (Table 5). In addition, as nuclear units can provide operating
reserves and frequency regulation when operating at part load, flexible
nuclear operation allows the system to commit less coal and gas com-
bined cycle (CC) units that would otherwise be needed to meet system
reliability needs. As a result, annual energy generation from fossil

fueled power plants also decline significantly in cases with flexible
nuclear operation.

4.3.3. Curtailment of renewables
Without flexible nuclear operation, 16.7% of available renewable

energy output is wasted due to curtailment (Fig. 5). Curtailment occurs
during periods when available renewable energy supply exceeds the
current demand less the minimum stable output of all committed
thermal generators needed to maintain adequate operating reserves.
Modest nuclear flexibility in the Flex and FlexPTC cases reduces cur-
tailment of wind and solar by 43% and high flexibility (FullFlex and
FullFlexPTC cases) reduces curtailment by 58%. In cases with the PTC,
solar energy is preferentially curtailed before wind power, as only wind
receives the PTC and therefore has a negative operating cost. Total
renewable curtailment rates are not substantially different in the cases
with the PTC however.

4.3.4. System costs
Flexible nuclear operation results in a modest reduction in total

system operating costs (Table 6). The bulk of system cost savings ac-
crues due to reductions in generation from coal and gas-fired units (see
Section 4.3.2), which saves fuel and variable O&M costs for these units.
Reducing nuclear plant output also results in modest variable O&M
savings. Relative to the NoFlex case, total system costs fall 1.3% in the
Flex case and 1.6% in the FullFlex case.

In addition, in the PTC cases, flexible operation reduces wind cur-
tailment, which results in greater production subsidy payments to wind
generators. As PTC payments are treated as a net benefit (or negative
cost) in the objective function, this further reduces total costs. Still, the
total cost savings from flexible nuclear are similar with and without the
PTC.

4.3.5. Energy and reserve prices
Flexible nuclear operation does not have a significant impact on

average energy prices (Table 7). However, flexible operation does re-
duce the frequency and severity of negative energy prices, particularly
in the PTC cases. At times of low load when all renewable output has
been curtailed and all committed thermal generators are at minimum
stable output levels, prices can occasionally drop to very low negative
values, reflecting the willingness of thermal units to pay to avoid shut-
down and start-up costs. In this case study, this occurs in only one hour
of the year in the NoFlex cases, but is eliminated when nuclear units can

Table 1
Overview of thermal generating units.

Plant type No. of
units

Min. power [%
max]

Total capacity
[MW]

Fuel price
[$/MBtu]

Nuclear 1 100, 50, or 15 1162 0
Coal 8 45–55 1982 1.96
Gas-ST 4 25–48 361 5.85
Gas-CC 9 25–30 3206 5.85
Gas-CT 41 25–50 2945 5.85
Oil-CT 2 50 70 27.40

Note: ST refers to steam turbine; CT to combustion turbine; and CC to combined cycle.

Table 2
List of simulated cases.

Case Flexible nuclear capabilities Production tax credit

NoFlex None None
Flex PMINSTABLE = 3 h

PMIN = 50%
None

FullFlex PMINSTABLE = 1 h
PMIN = 15%

None

NoFlexPTC None $23 per MWh
FlexPTC PMINSTABLE = 3 h

PMIN = 50%
$23 per MWh

FullFlexPTC PMINSTABLE = 1 h
PMIN = 15%

$23 per MWh

Table 3
Provision of reserve capacity [GW-h], energy [GWh], and annual capacity factor [%]
from nuclear plant.

Case Reg up Spin up Reg down Spin down Energy Capacity factor

NoFlex – – – – 10180.9 100.0
Flex 39.4 91.7 450.1 122.7 9716.6 95.4
FullFlex 61.1 149.6 458.9 133.3 9608.1 94.4

Fig. 3. Annual distribution of nuclear plant hourly power output.

Table 4
Hours of reserve provision and part load operation.

Case Reg up Spin up Reg down Spin down Part load operation

NoFlex – – – – –
Flex 831 1076 7790 1224 1740
FullFlex 1355 1660 7999 1432 2028
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operate flexibly. In addition, negative prices occur in the PTC cases,
reflecting the lost production subsidy incurred when wind generators
are curtailed. This occurs in roughly 3% of hours of the year if nuclear
units are inflexible. When nuclear units operate flexibly, however, the
frequency of negative prices is reduced by more than half.

Flexible nuclear operation has a more significant impact on reserve
prices, reducing the average price of regulation and spinning reserves in
both the upward and downward directions (Table 8). When the nuclear
plant is capable of providing reserves, average day-ahead prices fall 5%

Fig. 4. Detailed dispatch of nuclear power plant for Flex and FullFlex cases, March 7–13.

Table 5
Annual energy dispatched [GW-h].

Case Nuclear Coal Gas-CC Wind Solar Gas-ST,
Gas-CT
& Oil-
CT

Total

NoFlex 10180.9 14956.3 7155.5 1715.7 5700.6 709.5 40418.4
Flex 9716.6 14832.9 7120.3 1745.6 6314.1 689.0 40418.4
FullFlex 9608.1 14722.5 7112.0 1779.2 6502.5 694.0 40418.4
Change relative to

NoFlex case
Flex −464.25 −123.41 −35.23 29.93 613.46 −20.50 –
FullFlex −572.73 −233.80 −43.49 63.50 801.93 −15.41 –

Fig. 5. Annual renewable energy curtailment.
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for upwards regulation, 7% for upwards spinning, 19% for downward
regulation, and 26% for downward spinning reserves.

4.3.6. Nuclear plant revenues, costs, and gross margins
Nuclear plant revenues also increase modestly in cases where flex-

ible operation is permitted, while variable O&M costs fall (Table 9). The
most significant increase in revenue comes from supplying reserves,
which is not possible when the nuclear unit is operated as an inflexible
baseload generator. The nuclear plant also sees a very small revenue
increase due to real-time settlements, as flexible operation allows the
reactor to adjust provision of energy and reserves in real-time to reflect
changes in system dispatch and real-time market prices.

In the Flex case, these increases in revenue come at the cost of a slight
decrease in day-ahead energy revenues, as the nuclear plant generates
fewer GWh throughout the year (see Table 3). In the FullFlex case,
however, our simulation produces an increase in energy revenues. This is
due to an increase in average day-ahead energy prices in the FullFlex case
(see Table 7), which results from small changes in the commitment of coal
and gas units. This result may partly be considered an artifact of the
mixed-integer optimization outcome, as small changes in discrete com-
mitment states can result in substantial changes in prices.

In the PTC cases, flexible nuclear operation also results in a decrease
in the number of hours with negative day-ahead energy prices, resulting
in a slight increase in total day-ahead energy revenues for the nuclear
plant in the FlexPTC and FullFlexPTC cases.

In total, flexible operation increases the nuclear plant’s gross oper-
ating margins (i.e., total revenues less variable O&M costs) by roughly
2–5% relative to the no flexibility cases. However, if the increase in
energy revenues in the FullFlex case is excluded, the total increase in
margins is roughly 2–3%.

5. Conclusions and future work

This paper proposes a novel formulation to represent flexible op-
eration of nuclear power plants in MILP power system optimization
models and explores the benefits of flexible nuclear plants in power
systems with increasing shares of variable renewable energy sources,
such as solar and wind power. We find that operating nuclear plants in a
flexible manner—including reducing power during periods of abundant
wind or solar generation and instead supplying various classes of op-
erating reserves—can reduce overall power system operating costs. In
addition, flexible nuclear operation significantly reduces curtailment of
renewable energy. Operating nuclear plants flexibly can thus help in-
tegrate greater shares of variable wind and solar resources, and by re-
ducing fossil fuel consumption, also contribute to lower emissions of
CO2 and other pollutants. Finally, we find that flexible operation in-
creases the profitability of nuclear plants by increasing revenues from
reserve provision, reducing exposure to negative prices, and reducing
variable O&M costs.

Although the numerical results are case specific, flexible operation
of nuclear power plants is likely to yield similar benefits in power
systems with comparable shares of variable renewable resources: e.g.,
on the order of one-fifth of annual energy from wind and solar and one-
quarter of annual electricity generation from nuclear power plants. In
addition to the Southwest United States, several countries and regions
either currently have or are transitioning towards similar shares of
nuclear and variable renewables, including Spain, Germany, and Great
Britain and the New York, New England, and Midcontinent
Independent System Operator regions in the United States. However,
we note that several contextual factors influence the value of nuclear
flexibility that must be carefully considered when extrapolating the
findings from this study to other contexts. Larger balancing areas and
greater transmission interchanges would reduce the value of nuclear
flexibility, as would increased energy storage capacity in the future. The
price of gas and coal also influence the value of flexible nuclear op-
erations as nuclear plants providing reserves typically displace thermal
units operating at part load and inefficient heat rates. Higher (or lower)
wind and solar energy penetration will increase (or decrease) the value
of nuclear flexibility as well, as higher variable renewable energy pe-
netration increases demand for reserves, the need for ramping flex-
ibility, and the value of reducing the minimum stable output of thermal
units [11–17]. Rigorous sensitivity analysis exploring which factors
have the most significant impact on the economic value of flexible
nuclear operation would be a productive avenue for future research.
This paper should be considered a first effort to define the relevant
constraints on flexible nuclear operation and demonstrate the potential
value of such flexibility in a realistic power system context.

Finally, it is important to note that this paper assumes nuclear re-
fueling schedules are fixed and thus fuel costs are insensitive to oper-
ating decisions. If reducing nuclear output during flexible operation can
reduce fuel costs by extending the fuel irradiation cycle, reducing the
number of fuel rods replaced during refueling, or reducing the required
fuel enrichment level, savings from flexible operation could be greater
than estimated here. At the same time, flexible operation may modestly
increase O&M costs over time [2,7]. Investment in new control rod
configuration, control systems, or nuclear plant operator training may
also be required to unlock these benefits. Further investigation of these

Table 6
Total real-time system operating cost [Mill. $].

Case Fuel and
Variable O
&M

Start-up Wind
Subsidy

Reserve
Scarcity

Total Percent
Cost
Savings

NoFlex 715.3 29.3 n/a 0.5 745.2 –
Flex 706.8 28.5 n/a 0.4 735.7 1.3%
FullFlex 703.6 29.6 n/a 0.3 733.5 1.6%
NoFlexPTC 715.3 29.8 −44.9 0.4 700.6 –
FlexPTC 706.8 28.7 −45.3 0.4 690.6 1.4%
FullFlexPTC 703.8 29.8 −45.3 0.3 688.6 1.7%

Table 7
Day-ahead energy price summary statistics.

$/MWh # of Hrs

Case Avg Min Max <$0 <−$23 >$500

NoFlex 37.48 −646.03 2018.4 2 1 68
Flex 37.50 0.00 2019.4 0 0 61
FullFlex 38.32 0.00 2018.4 0 0 69
NoFlexPTC 36.86 −600.03 2018.4 234 1 64
FlexPTC 36.99 −23.00 2018.4 96 0 56
FullFlexPTC 37.10 −23.00 2018.4 85 0 56

Table 8
Average day-ahead reserve prices [$/MW-h].

Case Reg up Spin up Reg down Spin down

NoFlex 26.84 22.27 9.85 5.42
Flex 25.39 20.75 8.02 3.99
FullFlex 24.60 19.96 8.16 4.15

Table 9
Change in annual nuclear plant revenues, operating costs, and gross margins compared to
NoFlex case [Mill. $].

Case Day-
ahead
energy

Day-
ahead
reserves

Real-time
adjustments

Variable
O&M cost
savings

Total
gross
margins

% Change
in margins
vs. NoFlex

Flex −0.38 7.36 0.34 0.18 7.51 2.0%
FullFlex 7.68 9.62 0.22 0.23 17.75 4.7%
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issues is left for future work.
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Appendix A. Unit commitment model formulation

The unit commitment model used in this paper is an extension of the model presented in [24,34]. A full mathematical description of the extended
model is provided below. The same formulation is used to solve the economic dispatch problem, but with all binary [0/1] variables fixed and set to
the solution of the unit commitment problem.

Indices:
Symbols Explanation
i Index for thermal generating units, ∈i G1

j Index for nuclear units, ∈ ⊂j N N G,
d No. of days into nuclear fuel cycle
t Index for time, hour, t ∈ [1,…, 24]

Variables/Functions:
Symbols Explanation
C (.) Penalty cost. E.g., C SRNS( )t is the penalty of spinning reserve not served [$/MW]
deltat i k, , The amount of output on segment k of generation unit i at hour t [MW]
drt i, Amount of downward reserve, unit i, hour t [MW]
enst Amount of energy not served at hour t [MW]
drnst Amount of down reserve not served, hour t [MW]
GCt i, Generation cost of generation unit i at hour t [$]
nsrfi t, Non-spin reserve if OFF, unit i, hour t [MW]

nsrni t, Non-spin reserve if ON, unit i, hour t [MW]
nsrnst Non-spin reserve not served, hour i [MW]
pt i, Electricity generation, unit i, hour t [MWh]

pbart i, Max available capacity, unit i, hour t [MW]

pdt i, Min available capacity, unit i, hour t [MW]

Rdt j, Nuclear unit ramp down status indicator, hour t [0/1]
rgdt i, Regulation down reserve provided by unit i, hour t [MW]

rgut i, Regulation up reserve provided by unit i, hour t [MW]

rgdnst Amount of regulation down not served, hour t [MW]
rgunst Amount of regulation up not served, hour t [MW]
srnst Amount of up reserve not served, hour t [MW]
sgt Dispatched solar generation, hour t [MWh]
SCt i, Startup cost, unit i, hour t [$]
srt i, Spin up reserve provided by unit i, hour t [MW]
srnst Spin reserve not served, hour t [MW]
Stt j, Nuclear unit stable status indicator, hour t [0/1]
ut,i Commitment variable, unit i, hour t [0/1]
Upt j, Nuclear unit ramp up status indicator, hour t [0/1]

wgt Dispatched wind generation, hour t [MWh]
yt,i Shut-down variable, unit i, hour t [0,1]
zt,i Start-up variable, unit i, hour t [0,1]

Constants:
Symbols Explanation
CENS Cost of energy of served [$/MWh]
CNRNS Cost of non-spinning reserve not served [$/MW]
CRGNS Cost of regulation not served [$/MW]
CRNS Cost of reserve not served [$/MW]
DRt Downward reserve requirement [MW]
Dt The amount of load at hour t [MWh]
MBOFFi Hours unit i must be off from hour 1 [hour]
MBONi Hours unit i must be on from hour 1 [hour]
MCi k, Marginal cost of segment k, unit i [$/MWh]
MDTi Min down time, unit i [hour]
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MSRi Max sustain reserve provided by unit i [MW/minute]
MUTi Min up time, unit i [hour]
NLCi No load cost, unit i [$]
NRt Non-spin reserve requirement, hour i [MW]
NSRRESPTIME Required response time for non-spin reserves [minutes]
PMAXi Max output, unit i [MW]
PMINi Min output, unit i [MW]
PMINSTABLEd Nuclear unit minimum stable hour after a ramping down activity for day d [hours]
PRi k, Length of segment k, unit i [MW]
QSCi Quick start capacity, unit i [MW/minute]
Rt Spinning up reserve requirement, hour t [MW]
RDi Ramp down limit, unit i [MW]
REGRESPTIME Required response time for regulation reserves [minutes]
RSDi Ramp shutdown limit, unit i [MW]
RSUi Ramp startup limit, unit i [MW]
RUi Ramp up limit, unit i [MW]
RGUt Regulation up reserve requirement, hour t [MW]
RGDt Regulation down reserve requirement, hour t [MW]
SRRESPTIME Required response time for spinning reserves [minutes]
UOi Initial state, no. of hours on, unit i [hours]
WINDCRED Wind power production tax credit [$/MWh]
1 Used in constraints that apply to nuclear units only (constraint group (8)).

Objective function:

∑ ∑+ + + + − ∗ +Min GC C srns C ens C rgns C nsrns wg WINDCRED SC[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) )]
t,i

t,i t t t t
t,i

t,it

The objective of the optimization model is to minimize the total system cost over all generation units for a day (24 h). System costs, as reflected in the
objective function, includes generation cost GC( t,i), penalty for energy curtailment (C ens( ))t , penalty for reserve curtailment (regulation reserve
(C rgns( )t ), spinning reserve (C srns( )t ) and non-spinning reserve (C nsrns( )t )), credit for wind power supply ( ∗wg WINDCREDt ), and generation unit
startup cost (SCt,i).

The optimization problem is subject to a number of constraints. Specifically, constraint (1) is the energy balance constraint, the supply can come
from conventional generation units, wind, and solar power and enst is a term to represent the amount of energy not served. (2) and (3) are the
availability constraints from wind and solar power supply. (4) and (5) model the production blocks of each generator. (6) models the availability of
different reserve types from each individual unit for each hour, and (7) the system wide reserve requirement constraints. (8) are the constraints
specifically designed for nuclear units, as detailed in Section 2. (9)–(12) are unit level operational constraints to represent the startup/shutdown and
ramping restrictions of all thermal generating units. (13) are unit level generation cost. (14) are curtailment costs on energy and reserve.

Constraints:

(1). Load-generation balance:

∑ + + + = ∀p wg sg ens D tt i t t t t
i

,

(2). Wind generation dispatch

⩽ ∀wg W tt t

(3). Solar generation dispatch

⩽ ∀sg S tt t

(4). Generation

∑= × + ∀p PMIN u delta t i,t i i t i
k

t i k, , , ,

⩽ ∀p pbar t i,t i t i, ,

⩽ × ∀pbar PMAX u t i,t i i t i, ,

(5). Energy block

⩽ ∀delta PR i k,t i k i k, , ,

(6). Regulation, spinning and non-spinning reserve from generation units

− ⩾ + + ∀pbar p sr nsrn rgu t i,t i t i t i t i t i, , , , ,
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− ⩾ +p pd dr rgdt i t i t i t i, , , ,

⩽ × × ∀nsrn NSRRESPONSETIME MSR u t i,t i i t i, ,

⩽ × − ∀nsrf QSC u t i(1 ) ,t i i t i, ,

⩽ × × ∀sr SRRESPONSETIME MSR u t i,t i i t i, ,

⩽ × × ∀rgu REGRESPONSETIME MSR u t i,t i i t i, ,

⩽ × × ∀rgd REGRESPONSETIME MSR u t i,t i i t i, ,

(7). System reserve requirements (total reserve up, spinning reserve up/down, regulation reserve up/down

∑ + + + + ⩾ + + ∀nsrn nsrf sr rgu nsrns NR R RGU t( )
i

t i t i t i t i t t t t, , , ,

∑ + + ⩾ + ∀sr rgu srns R RGU t( )
i

t i t i t t t, ,

∑ + + ⩾ + ∀dr rgd drns DR RGD t( )
i

t i t i t t t, ,

∑ + ⩾ ∀rgu rguns RGU t( )
i

t i t t,

∑ + ⩾ ∀rgd rgdns RGD t( )
i

t i t t,

(8). Nuclear unit operations constraints

− ⩽ × − × ∀−p p RD Rd δ Up t j,t j t j j t j t j1, , , ,

− ⩽ × − × ∀−p p RU Up δ Rd t j,t j t j j t j t j, 1, , ,

+ + = ∀Rd Up St t j1 ,t j t j t j, , ,

∑− × ⩽ + ∀−
= −

−

Up Up PMINSTABLE St Up t d j( ) ( ) , ,t j t j d j
tt t PMINSTABLE

t

t j t j, 1, ,

1

, ,
d j,

⩾ + + ∀p PMIN dr rgd t d j, ,t j d j t j t j, , , ,

+ + ⩽ × ∀sr rgu nsrn TOTRESPERCENT PMAX t j,t j t j t j j j, , ,

(9). Unit shut down and start up

⩾ ∀ ⩾−u y t i t, , 2t i t i1, ,

⩾ ∀UO y ii i1,

− ⩾ ∀ ⩾−u z t i t1 , , 2t i t i1, ,

− ⩾ ∀UO z i1 i i1,

− = − ∀ ⩾−u u z y t i t, , 2t i t i t i t i, 1, , ,

− = − ∀u UO z y ii i i i1, 1, 1,

(10). Unit minimum up and startup

= ∀u t i t in MBON1 , , 1. .t i i,

⩾ ∀ − + ⩾u z t i tp in t MUT t tp, , 1. . , 1t i tp i i, ,

∑⩾ ∀
− + ⩾

u z t i,t i
tp in t MUT t tp

tp i,
1.. , 1

,
i

(11). Unit minimum down and shutdown

= ∀u t i t in MBOFF0 , , 1. .t i i,

− ⩾ ∀ − + ⩾u y t i tp in t MDT t tp1 , , 1. . , 1t i tp i i, ,
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∑− ⩾ ∀
− + ⩾

u y t i1 ,t i
tp in t MDT t tp

tp i,
1.. , 1

,
i

(12). Unit ramp up and ramp down

⩽ + × + × ∀ ⩾− −pbar p RU u RSU z t i t, , 2t i t i i t i i t i, 1, 1, ,

⩽ + × + × ∀pbar PO RU UO RSU z ii i i i i i1, 1,

⩽ + × + × ∀ ⩾−p p RD u RSD y t i t, , 2t i t i i t i i t i1, , , ,

⩽ + × + × ∀PO p RD u RSD y ii i i i i i1, 1, 1,

⩽ × + × ∀ ⩾−pbar PMAX u RSD y t i t, , 2t i i t i i t i1, , ,

(13). Generation cost

∑= + ×GC NLC delta MCt i i
k

t i k i k, , , ,

(14). Curtailment cost on energy, regulation, spinning reserve, and non-spinning reserve.

= ×C ens CENS ens( )t t

= × +C rgns CRGNS rguns rgdns( ) ( )t t t

= × +C srns CRNS srns drns( ) ( )t t t

= ×C nsrns CNRNS nsrns( )t t
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